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N°u“ A¡ÞX$ L$gu“ A¡“Æ® n¡Ó¡ NyS>fps v$¡i“y„ “¡s©Ðh g¡i¡

hj®-2022 ky^udp„ 30 lÅf d¡.hp¡. ‘y“: âpàe DÅ®
DÐ‘pv$““y„ blºgnu Apep¡S>“ : DÅ® d„Óu kp¥fccpB ‘V$¡g
Np„^u“Nf,sp. 15
DÅ® d„Óu kp¥fccpB ‘V$g¡ ¡ fpS>e
rh^p“kcpdp„ S>ZpìeyL„ $ lsy„ L¡$, N°u“
A“¡ L$gu“ A¡“Æ® n¡Ó¡ NyS>fps
v$¡icf“y„ “¡s©Ðhh L$fu füy„ R>¡.
dy¿e’d„Óu rhS>ecpB ê‘pZu A“¡
“peb dy¿eud„Óu “urs“cpB ‘V$g¡ “p
kbm “¡sÐ© hedp„ Ap hj®“p bS>¡V$dp„
N°u“ A¡“Æ“p® DÐ‘pv$“ dpV$¡ Mpk
cpf Ap‘hpdp„ Apìep¡ R>¡. A¡V$g„y S>
“l], NyS>fps¡ hj® 2022 ky^udp„
30 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$ A¡V$g¡ L¡$ 30
NuNphp¡V$ ‘y“: âp‘¹e DÅ® DÐ‘psqv$s
L$fhp dpV$¡ Mpk Apep¡S>“ lp’ ^ey®
R>¡. d„ÓuA¡ S>Zpìey“„ lsy„ L¡$, äp“¹k“„ p
‘¡fukdp„ “h¡çbpf, 2015 v$fçepe“
ep¡Åe¡gu 21du L$p¡Þap¡fÞk„ Ap¡a
‘pV$uT (Conference of Parties)
A„sN®s 11du dpQ®, 2018 fp¡S>
qv$ëlu“ Mps¡ ep¡Åe¡gu BÞV$ff“¡i“g
kp¡gpf A¡gpeÞk‘dp„ D‘[õ’os
121 v$i¡ p¡“p ârsr“r^Ap¡“¡ k„bp¡^sp
hX$pâ^p“ “f¡ Þ Ö cpB dp¡ v $uA¡
rb“‘f„‘fpNs DÅ® DÐ‘p)v$“ k„v$c£
k„L$ë‘„ Ål¡f L$ep£ lsp¡ L¡$, ApNpdu
hj® 2022 ky^udp„ cpfs v$i¡ 175
NuNphp¡V$ ‘y“: âp‘¹e DÅ® DÐ‘gß‘
L$fi¡. s¡dZ¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ lsy„ L¡$,
fpô² “p Ap k„L$ë‘_u rk[Ý^D dpV$¡
dy¿e“d„Óu rhS>ecpB ê‘pZu“p
DÅ®hp“ “¡sÐ© hfdp„ NyS>fps¡ AN°k
¡ f
fl¡hp“y„ “L$L$u L$ey® R>¡ A“¡ Ap dpV$¡
blºL$pZ
¡ ue Apep¡S>“ L$e®y R>¡.
DÅ® d„ÓuA¡ L$gu“ A“¡ N°u“
A¡“Æ“p® DÐ‘p“v$“ dpV$“¡ p NyS>fps“p
blºgnu Apep¡S>““u rhNsp¡ Ap‘sp
S>Zpìey¢ lsy„ L¡$, NyS>fps¡ ApNpdu hj®
2022 ky^udp„ 30 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$
‘y“: âp‘¹eZ DÅ® DÐ‘pL$qv$s L$fhp“y„
“L$L$u L$e®y R>¡. S>¡“p¡ rÜõs3fue Adg
’i¡. S>¡dp„ DÐ‘pp¡qv$s ’“pfu 20
lÅf d¡Np¡hp¡V$ ‘y“: âp‘¹e DÅ®
NyS>fps dpV$¡ D‘ep¡Ndp„ g¡hpi¡. S>epf¡
10 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$ EÅ® L¡$ÞÖ A“¡
AÞef fpS>ep¡“¡ ‘|fu ‘pX$hpdp„ Aphi¡.
DÅ® d„ÓuA¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$, hj®
2013dp„ NyS>fps“u fuÞeyA¡bg
A¡“Æ“} õ’pr‘s ndsp S>¡ 4126
d¡Nhp¡V$ lsu, s¡ ApS>¡ A„v$pS>¡ 9 lÅf
d¡Np¡hp¡V$ ky^u ‘lp¢Qu R>¡. S>¡“¡ hj®
2022 ky^udp„ 30 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$
ky^u gB S>hpdp„ Aphi¡. Ap ‘¥L$u
S>¡ 20 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$ huS>mu
NyS>fps dpV$¡ DÐ‘ ß L$fhpdp„
Aphi¡. s¡“p dpV$¡ fpS>e kfL$pf¡ kO“
Apep¡S>“ L$e®y R>¡.
A
p
Apep¡S>““p
c p N ê ‘ ¡
NyS>fpsdp„ kp¡gpf
‘ p L ® $ “ u
õ’pd‘“p,
Mp“Nu S>du“
D‘f “p¡“ ‘pL®$
A¡ f uep sfuL¡ $
gp¡ L $p¡ “ ¡ DÅ®
DÐ‘pkv$“ dpV$¡
âp¡ s ¹ k pS>rls
L$fhp, õL$pL$e
ep¡ S >“p A“¡
êaV$p¡‘ ep¡S>“p“p¡
ìeps‘ h^pfhp¡,
õdp¡‘g õL¡$kg
A„ s N® s huS>
DÐ‘p v$““¡
âp¡s¹kp“rls
L$fhp ‘f cpf
d|L$pi¡.
fpÄe“p
“pNqfL$p¡ ‘p¡sp“p
^pbp D‘f
kp¡ g pf ‘¡ “ g
Np¡W$hu Ofdp„ kp¥f
DÅ® DÐ‘p“qv$s
L$fu iL¡$ s¡ dpV$“¡ u
dlÐhppL$p„nu
A¡hu “hu kp¡gpf
êaV$p¡ ‘ ep¡ S >“p
fpS>e kfL$pf¡
Adgdp„ d|L$hp“p¡
r“Z®e gu^p¡ R>¡
S>¡ “ u dprlsu

Ap‘sp DÅ® d„ÓuA¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„
L¡$, Ap ep¡S>“p l¡W$m 3 qL$gp¡hp¡V$
ky^u“u kp¡gpf kuõV$ud b¡kpX$“pf
‘qfhpfp¡“¡ r“es L$fpe¡gu qL»$ds D‘f
40 V$L$p“u kbkuX$u A“¡ 3 ’u 10
qL$gp¡hp¡V$ ky^u“u kp¡gpf kuõV$ d
b¡ k pX$“pf ‘qfhpf“¡ 20 V$L$p
kbkuX$u Ap‘hdp„ Aphi¡. Ap
ep¡S>“p dpV$¡ Ap hj®“p A„v$pS>‘Ódp„
êp. 1 lÅf L$fp¡X$“u Å¡NphpB L$fhpdp„
Aphu R>¡. Ap ep¡S>“p’u fpS>ecf“p
f gpM ‘qfhpfp¡“¡ gpc ’i¡. d„ÓuA¡
S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$, Ap hj£ Ap ep¡S>“p’u
600 d¡Nphp¡V$ kp¥f huS> DÐ‘ppv$“
’hp“p¡ gÿep]L$ R>¡. hj® 2022
ky^udp„ fpÄecf“p 8 gpM ‘qfhpfp¡
Üpfp 2 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$ kp¥f DÅ® DÐ‘
ß L$fhpdp„ Aph¡ s¡hp¡ gÿepp„L$ “L$L$u
L$fpep¡ R>¡.
fpS>ecfdp„ â’d hMs “p“p
‘pep ‘f kp¥f DÅ®“p DÐ‘p0v$“ kp’¡
gp¡L$p¡“¡ kp„L$mhp “hu ep¡S>“p i{
L$fhpdp„ Aphu R>¡. S>¡dp„ L$pB¡ ìefqL$s
M¡X|$s, kp¡kpeV$u, klL$pfu d„X$mu,
L„$‘“u L¡$ ‘¡Y$u 500 qL$gp¡hp¡V$’u dp„X$u“¡
4 d¡Nphp¡V$ ky^u“p¡ kp¥f DÅ® àgppÞV$p¡
õ’p„‘u“¡ huS> DÐ‘p,v$“ L$fi¡ sp¡
NyS>fps DÅ® rhL$pk r“Nd rgrdV$X¡ $
(Æey h uA¡ “ A¡ g ) Ap huS>mu
Mfuv$i.¡ A¡V$g„y S> “l], ‘Z Ap dpV$¡
L$pB¡ V$Þ¡ X$pf âq¾$epdp„ cpN g¡hp¡ “lu
‘X¡$. kfL$pf¡ S>¡ R>¡‰yp„ V$¡ÞX$S>f blpf
‘pX$e„y lp¡e s¡“p¡ cph D‘fp„s ‘p¡sp“u
dprgL$u“u S>du““p D‘ep¡N dpV$¡
ârsey r “V$ h^pfp“p 20 ‘¥ k p
Ap‘hpdp„ Aphi¡. fpÄe kfL$pf
Aphp “p“p DÐ‘pev$L$p¡ ‘pk¡’u 2
lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$ kp¥f DÅ® DÐ‘ppv$“
L$fhp“p¡ gÿep„ L$ ^fph¡ R>¡. d„Óu
kp¥fccpB ‘V$¡g¡ S>Zpìey„h lsy„ L¡$,
kye®iqL$s qL$kp“ ep¡S>“p-õL$pe
A„ s ® N s M¡ X | $ sp¡ Ås¡ S> huS>
DÐ‘ppv$“ L$fu iL¡$ s¡hu Å¡NphB L$fpB
R>¡. Ap ep¡S>“p“p kpfp A“ychp¡ A“¡
M¡X$| sp¡“p DÐkpS>l“¡ ÝepV$“¡ gB, Ap
ep¡S>“p dpV$¡ fpS>e kfL$pf¡ êp.524
L$fp¡X$“u Å¡NhpB L$fu R>¡.
fpS>e kfL$pf¡ v$i¡ cfdp„ kp¥ â’d
hMs kbõV$¡ i“p¡ Apk‘pk“u
‘X$sf S>du““p¡ kp¥f DÅ® DÐ‘ppv$“
dpV$¡ D‘ep¡N L$fhp“y„ “L$L$u L$ey® R>¡.
fpS>ecfdp„ Aph¡gp 2 lÅf kb
õV$¡ i“p¡ ‘¥L$u 822 kbõV$¡Di“p¡
Apk‘pk“u S>Áepp “L$L$u L$fhpdp„
Aphu R>¡. S>¡ ‘¥L$u 271 kb õV$¡ i“p¡

Apk‘pk S>du“p¡ “ u kfh¡ “ u
L$pdNufu Qpgy R>¡, S>epf¡ 51 kb
õV$¡ i“p¡“u “ÆL$“u S>du“p¡ dpV$¡
rS>‰pS> L$gL¡ $V$fîu“¡ AfÆ L$fpB R>¡.
Aphp kbõV$¡pi“p¡ “ÆL$“u ‘X$sf
S>du“ D‘f’u kp¥f DÅ® DÐ‘gßg
L$fhp 2500 d¡Nphp¡V$“p V$Þ¡ X²$p¡ blpf
‘pX$hpdp„ Apìep R>¡. Ap S>ÁepAp¡
D‘f ApNpdu hj® d p„ DÅ®
DÐ‘pV$v$““u L$pdNufu ‘|Z® ’i¡. Ap
L$pdNufu dpV$¡ êp.500/- L$fp¡X$“u
Å¡NhpB L$fhpdp„ Aphu R>¡. d„ÓuA¡
h^ydp„ S>Zpìey„¹ lsy„ L¡$, fpÄe“p kb
õV$¡i“p¡“uS>du“p¡ D‘f kp¥f DÅ®
DÐ‘dß L$fhp’u NyZhÑpfhpmu
huS>mu dmu fl¡i¡. D‘fp„s kb
õV$¡S>i“ “ÆL$ S> lp¡hp’u V²$p“¹k
rdi“ gp¡k ‘Z OV$i¡. kbõV$¡i“p¡
“ÆL$ Aph¡gu ‘X$sf S>du“ ‘f huS>
DÐ‘p“v$“ L$f“p{ NyS>fps v$¡icf“y„
â’d fpS>e b“u fley„ R>¡.
d„ Ó uA¡ S>Zpìey „ lsy „ L¡ $ ,
dy¿e¡d„Óu rhS>ecpB ê‘pZu“p
dpN®v$i“® l¡W$m ^p¡gf¡ p Mps¡ 5000
d¡.hp¡.“p kp¡gpf ‘pL®$ õ’p‘“p“y„
gÿep„L$ R>¡ S>¡ ‘¥L$u 4000 d¡.hp¡.
cpfs kfL$pf“p NTPC s’p k¡L$u
Üpfp õ’p‘hpdp„ Aphi¡. NyS>fps
kfL$pf¡ ^p¡gf¡ pdp„ 1 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$“p
kp¡gpf ‘pL®$“u õ’pp‘“p“p gn kp’¡
L$pdNufu i{ L$fu v$u^u R>¡. S>¡dp„
âp„frcL$ sb½¡$ 250 d¡Nphp¡V$“p
buX$ blpf ‘pX$ep lsp„. S>¡dp„
ârseyr“V$ huS>mu“p cph êp.2.75
flep R>¡. bpL$u“p 750 d¡Nphp¡V$“p
buX$ Sy>gpB dpk“p A„s ky^udp„
blpf ‘pX$hpdp„ Aphi¡. Ap D‘fp„s
b“pkL$pW„ $p rhõsp‘f“p fp^p“¡kX$p
Mps¡ ‘Z fpS>e kfL$pf¡ 700
d¡Nphp¡V$“p¡ kp¥f DÅ® ‘pL®$ õ’p“‘hp“y„
“L$L$u L$e®y R>¡. S>¡ ‘¥L$u 500 d¡Nphp¡V$
dpV$¡ ârseyr“V$ êp.2.65“p buX$
dþep R>¡. bpL$u“p 200 d¡Nphp¡V$
kp¥f DÅ® dpV$¡“p buX$ My‰p R>¡, S>¡
Sy>gpB dpk“p A„s¡ cfpi¡.
d„ÓuA¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$,
fpS>edp„ kp¡gpf ‘pL®$ D‘fp„s Mp“Nu
S>du“ D‘f kp¥f DÅ® DÐ‘ ßf L$fhp
BÃR> sp kplrkL$p¡ dpV$¡ ''“p¡“ ‘pL®$''
ep¡S>“p A„sN®s gp¡L$p¡ Ås¡ S> S>du“
d¡mh¡, A“¡ kp¡gpf âp¡S>¡L$V$ õ’ph‘¡
s¡ dpV$¡ 1 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$“p gÿep„ L$
kp’¡ 500 d¡Nphp¡V$“p b¡ buX$ A“y¾$d¡
êp. 2.44 A“¡ êp. 2.65 ârs
eyr“V$“p Ap‘hpdp„ Apìep R>¡. b¡

hj®dp„ Ap L$pdNufu ‘|Z® ’i¡.
fpS>e kfL$pf¡ kp¥f DÅ® D‘fp„s
‘h“ DÅ® DÐ‘pfv$“ L$fhp D‘f ‘Z
cpf d|L$ep¡ R>¡ s¡“u rhNsp¡ Ap‘sp
d„ÓuA¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$, fpS>e kfL$pf¡
‘h“ DÅ® dpV$¡ 500 d¡Nphp¡V$“p¡ gÿep„
L$ “L$L$u L$ep£ R>¡.
fpÄedp„ 233 d¡Nphp¡V$ ‘h“
DÅ®“„y DÐ‘pApv$“ ’B fley„ R>¡. S>epf¡
“hp 500 d¡Nphp¡V$ DÅ® dpV$“¡ p buX$
Myëep R>¡.
dpÓ fpS>e ‘|fsy„ S> “l], ‘f„sy
v$i¡ dpV$¡ ‘y“: âp‘¹ee DÅ® DÐ‘pDv$“
L$fhp“y„ NyS>fps¡ gÿef fp¿eyl„ R>¡,s¡d
S>Zphsp d„ÓuA¡ Dd¡ey® lsy„ L¡$, Ap
dpV$¡ fpS>e kfL$pf¡ kp¥f DÅ® A“¡
‘h“ DÅ®“p A¡L$ kp’¡ D‘ep¡N L$fhp
lpBb°uX$ ‘p¡guku Adgdp„ d|L$u R>¡.
S>¡ A„sN®s L$ÃR>‘ rhõspV$fdp„
lpBb°uX$ ‘pL®$ õ’pp¡‘hp“p¡ r“Z®e L$fpep¡
R>¡.
10 hj®dp„ Ap ep¡S>“p A„sN®s
30 lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$ ‘y“: âp‘¹e¹ DÅ®
DÐ‘ßf L$fhp“p¡ gÿep]L$ fpMhpdp„
Aph¡g R>¡. Ap ep¡S>“p Üpfp DÐ‘p qv$s
k„‘|Z® huS>mu fpÄe“u blpf
‘lp¢QpX$hpdp„ Aphi¡. Ap huS>mu
Mfuv$hp L¡ $ ÞÖ¹ kfL$pf“u
A¡“.V$u.‘u.ku.A“¡ k¡L$u Üpfp huS>
Mfuv$u dpV$¡ s¥epfu v$ip®hpB R>¡. Ap
D‘fp„s ^p¡gf¡ pdp„ ‘ lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$“p¡
rhipm kp¥f DÅ® ‘pL®$ õ’p¡‘hp“p¡ S>¡
r“Z®e g¡hpep¡ R>¡ s¡dp„’u 1 lÅf
d¡Nphp¡V$ fpS>edp„ A“¡ bpL$u“p 4
lÅf d¡Nphp¡V$ kp¥f DÅ® fpô²g“¡
Ap‘hpdp„ Aphi¡.
DÅ® d„Óu kp¥fccpB
‘V$g¡ ¡ rb“‘f„‘fpNs DÅ®“p
D‘ep¡ N dpV$¡ “ p fpS>e
kfL$pf“p A“¡L$rh^ ‘Ngp„“u
dprlsu Ap‘u rh^p“kcp
N©ldp„ A¡d ‘Z S>Zpìey„ lsy„
L¡$, L$gu“ A“¡ N°u“ DÅ®
DÐ‘ppv$“ n¡Ó¡ v$i¡ “p gÿep„ L$
rk[Ý^f“p ‘y ê jp’® d p„
NyS>fps iufdp¡f fl¡i¡ A“¡
AÞep¡ fpS>ep¡“¡ â¡fZp ‘|fu
‘pX$i.¡

Of A“¡ Ap¥Ûp¡rNL$ h‘fpi“p¡ N¡k fpÄe“p M¡X|$sp¡“¡ ApNpdu AjpY$u buS> ky^udp„
Ap‘hpdp„ NyS>fps AN°¡kf 1.45 gpM huS> Å¡X$pZp¡ ‘yfp ‘X$pi¡
DÅ® d„Óu kp¥fccpB ‘V$¡g
Np„^u“Nf,sp. 15
NyS>fpsdp„ Of h‘fpi A“¡
Ap¥Ûp¡rNL$ rhL$pk“p h‘fpi dpV$¡
kõsp¡ A“¡ Of Ap„NZ¡ N¡k ‘yfp¡
‘pX$hpdp„ NyS>fps v$¡idp„ AN°¡kf
R>¡ s¡d EÅ® d„Óu kp¥fccpC ‘V$¡g¡
S>Zpìey„ R>¡.
ApS>¡ DÛp¡ N A“¡ MpZ
rhcpN“u dp„NZu“p âs¹eyÑfdp„
‘u.A¡“.Æ. N¡k“p h‘fpi A“¡
ìehõ’p A„N¡“u ÅZL$pfu dprlsu
Ap‘sp d„ÓuA¡ S>Zpìey„ lsy„ L¡$,
N¡k Ap^pqfs A’®ìehõ’p v$¡idp„
6 V$L$p R>¡ Äepf¡ NyS>fpsdp„ 25 V$L$p
R>¡.
EÅ® d„ÓuA¡ N¡k Ap^pqfs
A’®ìehõ’p A„N¡ S>Zpìey„ L¡$, v$i¡ dp„
NyS>fps A¡L$dpÓ fpÄe R>¡ L¡$ S>¡dp„
sdpd Æ‰pAp¡dp„ N¡k rhsfZ“p
100 V$L$p gpekÞk Ap‘hpdp„
Apìep R>¡. hj®-2014 ky^u dpÓ
16 Æ‰pdp„ N¡k rhsfZ ìehõ’p
lsu S>¡ 2014 ‘R>u bpL$u“p 17
Æ‰pdp„ ìehõ’pAp¡ Ecu L$fhpdp„
Aphu R>¡ S>¡ fpÄe kfL$pf“u
âÅL$ue k¡hp“u CÃR>p ir¼s“y„
‘qfZpd R>¡ . Ny S >fpsdp„ N¡ k
h‘fpi“u rhNsp¡ Ap‘sp S>Zpìey„
L¡ $ , Ny S >fpsdp„ 15,38,577
N°plL$p¡ ‘u.A¡“.Æ.“p¡ D‘ep¡N L$fu
füp R>¡ S>¡ Ly$g h‘fpiL$pf“u 76
V$L$p, 13,018 L$p¡ d ri® e g
‘u.A¡“.Æ. h‘fpiL$pfp¡ S>¡ Ly$g
h‘fpiL$pfp¡“p 70 V$L$p R>¡. 3,849
Ap¥ Û p¡ r NL$
‘u.A¡ “ .Æ.
h‘fpiL$pfp¡ S>¡ Ly$g h‘fpiL$pfp¡“p
79 V$L$p ’hp Åe R>¡.EÅ® d„ÓuA¡
Ny S >fps A“¡ v$¡ i “u N¡ k
ìehõ’pAp¡ A“¡ s¡“p D‘ep¡N“u
rhNsp¡ Ap‘sp S>Zpìey„ L¡$, 30
Sy > “, 2019“u [õ’rsA¡

‘u.A¡ “ .Æ.“p Ny S >fps“p
20,13,195 h‘fpiL$pfp¡ “ u
kfMpdZudp„
v$¡ i “p
51,00,954 R>¡ . A¡ V $g¡ L¡ $ ,
NyS>fpsdp„ 40 V$L$p ’hp Åe R>¡.
s¡ S> fus¡ L$p¡ d ri® e g
‘u.A¡ “ .Æ.“p 18,668
h‘fpiL$pfp¡“u kfMpdZudp„ v$¡i“p
26,468 R>¡. A¡V$g¡ L¡$, NyS>fpsdp„
70 V$L$p Äepf¡ Ap¥ Û p¡ r NL$
‘u.A¡ “ .Æ.“p
4,871
h‘fpiL$pfp¡“u kfMpdZudp„ v$¡i“p
8,114 R>¡. A¡V$g¡ L¡$ NyS>fpsdp„
60 V$L$p ’hp Åe R>¡. d„ÓuA¡ L$üy„
lsy„ L¡$, v$¡idp„ 1762 ku.A¡“.Æ.
õV$¡ i “p¡ “ u
kfMpdZudp„
Ny S >fpsdp„ 542 A¡ V $g¡ L¡ $
NyS>fpsdp„ 31 V$L$p R>¡.d„ÓuA¡
S>Zpìey„ L¡$, NyS>fps“p rhL$pk A“¡
kpfp ‘ep®hfZ dpV$¡ âp¡s¹kpl“
Ap‘hp ku.A¡ “ .Æ. klcpNu
ep¡S>“p 25 Sy>“, 2019“p fp¡S>
dy ¿ ed„ Ó urhS>ecpC ê‘pZuA¡
Ål¡f L$fu R>¡. Ap ep¡S>“p A„sN®s
ApNpdu b¡ hj®dp„ 300 “hp
ku.A¡“.Æ. õV$i¡ “p¡ Ecp
L$fpi¡.
kp’p¡ kp’ ‘¡V²$p¡gX$uTg“p L$pe®fs lpg“p
õV$¡i“p¡dp„ ku.A¡“.Æ.“u
h^y kyrh^p Ecu L$fpi¡.
s¡dZ¡ A¡d ‘Z S>Zpìey„
L¡$, cpfsue “pNqfL$Ðh
^fphsp L$p¡C‘Z “pNqfL$
‘p¡ s p“u S>du“ ‘f
ku.A¡“.Æ. õV$¡i“ iê
L$fhp dp„Nsp li¡ s¡“¡ 20
hj®“u guT kp’¡ AfÆ
L$fu iL$i¡ s¡d ‘Z d„ÓuA¡
rh^p“kcp N©ldp„ S>hpb
Ap‘sp Dd¡e¯y lsy.„

Np„^u“Nf,sp. 15
EÅ® d„Óu kp¥fccpC ‘V$¡g¡
S>Zpìey„ R>¡ L¡$, M¡X$| sp¡“p rls“¡ hf¡gu
fpÄe kfL$pf¡ M¡X|$sp¡“¡ NyZhspgnu
huS>mu dmu fl¡ s¡ dpV$¡ kdebÙ
Apep¡S>“ L$eȳ R>¡. ApNpdu AjpY$u
buS> ky^udp„ 1.45 gpM M¡X|$sp¡“¡
huS> Å¡X$pZ ‘yfp ‘pX$hp“p¡ r“^p®f
fpÄe kfL$pf¡ L$ep£ R>¡.d„Óu ‘V$g¡ ¡ Dd¡e¯y
L¡$, fpÄe“p “pZp„ A“¡ “peb
dy ¿ ed„ Ó u “urs“cpC ‘V$¡ g ¡
A„v$pS>‘Ódp„ M¡X$| sp¡ huS> Å¡X$pZp¡ ‘yfp
‘pX$hp“u Ål¡fps L$fu R>¡ A“¡
kdekf ‘yfp L$fu“¡ sdpd huS>
Å¡X$pZp¡ ‘yfp ‘pX$hpdp„ Aphi¡. fpÄedp„
lpg 1,45,433 huS> Å¡X$pZp¡
Ap‘hp“p bpL$u R>¡ S>¡ ‘¥L$u 31,551
gp¡L$pA
¡ ¡ ‘¥kp cfu v$u^p R>¡ S>¡“p L$pdp¡
âNrsdp„ R>¡ S>¡ kÐhf¡ ‘|Z® L$fpi¡.
kp’¡ kp’¡ 7,248 S>¡V$gp M¡X|$sp¡“¡
huS> Å¡X$pZp¡ dpV$¡“p A„v$pÅ¡ Ap‘u
v$h¡ pep R>¡ S>¡“p “pZp„ ce£’u s¡ Å¡X$pZp¡
‘Z kÐhf¡ ‘y f p L$fpi¡ s’p
1,06,634 Å¡X$pZp¡ “p¢^Zu ’e¡g

R>¡ A“¡ A„v$pS>‘Ó Ap‘hp“p bpL$u
fl¡ R>¡ s¡ huS> Å¡X$pZp¡ Aph“pf
kdedp„ ‘yfp ‘pX$hp“y„ Apep¡S>“ R>¡ Apd
Ly$g dmu 1,45,433 huS> Å¡X$pZp¡
ApNpdu AjpY$u buS> ky^udp„ Ap‘u
v$h¡ p“y„ Apep¡S>“ R>¡.h^ydp„, S>¡ huS>
Å¡X$pZp¡ bpL$u R>¡ s¡dp„ hj®-2017
‘l¡gp“p 4,135, hj®-2018“p
49,677 s’p Sy>“-2019 ky^udp„
52,821 huS> Å¡X$pZp¡ Ap‘hp“p
bpL$u R>¡ s¡d rh^p“kcp N©ldp„ d„ÓuA¡
S>Zpìey„ lsy.„

il¡ f dp„ kcp kfOkb„ ^ u

hX$pv¡ $fp sp. 15
hX$p¡ v $fp il¡ f dp„ lpg“u
‘qfrõ’rsdp„ ApNpdu qv$hkp¡dp„
Np¥fuh°s, v$ipdp, îphZ dpk, bL$fu
Bv$, 15du Ap¡NõV$, fnpb„^“, ‘s¡su
s¡dS> ip¡cpepÓpAp¡“¡ Ýep“dp„ fpMu
il¡f ‘p¡guk L$rdñfA¡ L$pev$p¡ ìehõ’p
A“¡ ip„rs kgpdsu“u ÅmhZu dpV$¡
L$pev$p“u Å¡NhpBAp¡ A“ykpf A¡L$
Ål¡f“pdy blpf ‘pX$éy R>¡.
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Cereal prices may jump 29% by 2050
Food supply chains will get disrupted globally, warns a United Nations report on climate change
FILE PHOTO

NITIN SETHI
New Delhi, 15 July

T

he rate and geographic extent
of global land and freshwater
resources over recent decades
is unprecedented in human history,
a report authored by UN’s panel of
scientists from across the world on
climate change is set to inform.
Business Standard reviewed a leaked copy of the draft report sent to governments of 197 countries. The report
warns that as the global temperatures
rise, the stress on land resources and
its productivity are set to rise.
The report by the UN Inter-governmental panel on climate change,
is called “IPCC Special Report on
Climate Change, Desertification,
Land Degradation, Sustainable
Land Management, Food Security,
and Greenhouse gas fluxes in terrestrial ecosystems”.
The report will be put before all
member countries of the UN
Framework Convention and once it
gets their stamp of approval by consensus it will be made public on
August 8.
The authors of the report, gleaning
through state-of-art science research
have concluded that, “Observed climate change is already affecting the

A climate change demonstration in London. Half the population vulnerable
due to the climate change-induced aridity would be in South Asia

four pillars of food security — availability, access, utilization, and stability — through increased temperatures,
changing
precipitation
patterns, and greater frequency of
some extreme events.”
Continuing climate change is
expected to further “create additional stresses on land systems exacerbating risks related to desertification,
land degradation and food security,”
the report says.
In a significant finding for countries such as India, the authors say, at

global warming of 2 degrees Celsius,
the population of dry lands exposed
and vulnerable to water stress,
increased drought intensity and habitat degradation could be as high as
522 million. Scientists conclude that
at current levels of greenhouse gas
emission reductions committed by
the countries under Paris Agreement
there is a good likelihood for the planet to breach the 2 degrees Celsius temperature rise barrier.
“In dry lands, desertification and
climate change are projected to cause

AROUND THE WORLDC

China grows slowest in 27 years
“China’s 2nd Quarter growth is
the slowest it has been in more
than 27 years. The United States
Tariffs are having a major effect
on companies wanting to leave
China for non-tariffed countries.
Thousands of companies are
leaving. This is why China wants
to make a deal....”
Donald Trump, US president

BLOOMBERG
Beijing, 15 July

The Chinese economy
slowed to the weakest pace
since quarterly data began
in 1992 amid the ongoing
trade standoff with the US,
while monthly indicators
provided signs that a stabilisation is emerging.
Gross domestic product
rose 6.2 per cent in the
April-June period from a
year earlier, below the 6.4
per cent expansion in the
first quarter. In June, factory output and retail sales
growth beat estimates,
while investment in the
first half of the year also
gave further evidence that
stimulus measures to curb
the slowdown are feeding
through.
The slowdown underlines
the pressure that Chinese
policy makers face as they
attempt to negotiate a deal
with the US on trade, while
the economy takes another
step down in the long-term
deceleration from the heady
expansion of the mid-2000s.
Although Chinese negotiators are talking with U.S.
counterparts again, there is
no certainty that a deal will
be reached in time to prevent
further economic damage.
“We continue to see the
second-quarter growth slowing, but I think we are seeing
the stabilization,” Wang Tao,
chief China economist at
UBS AG in Hong Kong, said
in an interview with
Bloomberg TV. “The central
bank needs to be a bit more
proactive” going forward
with additional reserverequirement ratio reductions
if higher tariffs come in, she
said.

Net exports contributed
to 20.7% to output growth in
the first half, down from
22.8% in the first quarter.
Trade data released Friday in
Beijing detailed the weak end
to the second quarter, as
exports and imports fell. The
surveyed urban jobless rate
ticked up to 5.1% from 5.0%.
What
Bloomberg’s
Economists Say “Concerns
over global growth slowdown
and the persistence of U.S.China trade war would continue to cloud the economic
outlook. In the domestic
market, whether the rebound
in retail sales growth is sustainable
is
still
uncertain.”David Qu and
Qian
Wan,
Bloomberg
EconomicsFor the full note
click here
Stronger Investment
Fixed asset investment
growth in the first half accelerated at private firms,
whereas state companies
eased back, a further sign
that government efforts to
funnel cash to the private
sector may be bearing fruit.
For the manufacturing
sector, investment accelerated a notch to 3% in the first
half, while infrastructure
investment also picked up to
4.1%.
Better-than-expected
retail sales data also lend cre-

dence to the idea that stability will emerge in the second
half of the year. While the
data are volatile, faster
growth in sales of consumer
goods, household appliances
and furniture also point to
the modest recovery ongoing
in the vital property sector.
The overall retail sales
result was also driven by
robust auto sales growth,
though with heavy discounts
attracting buyers in June
economists remain cautious
on whether that upturn can
be sustained.
A fiscal stimulus plan
including about two trillion
yuan ($291 billion) of tax cuts
is slowly feeding through
into the economy. The government has stepped up
efforts recently, easing the
rules for using government
debt in some infrastructure
projects and pledging to renovate hundreds of thousands
of old buildings.
“We can take comfort in
that the expansionary measures by the government are
actually working,"said MaryTherese Barton, head of
emerging market debt at
Pictet Asset Management SA,
speaking
on
Bloomberg TV. "So we take a
lot of heart in the retail sales
data, in particular, and the
strength of domestic consumption.”

further reduction in crop and livestock productivity, modify the composition of plant species and reduce
biological diversity,” research endorsed by the scientific panel shows.
Half of the vulnerable population
due to the climate-change induced
aridity would be in South Asia. The
degradation of land due to climate
change is already leading to consequent shaving off of the global economy, the scientific panel notes.
“There are increasingly negative
effects on GDP from impacts on landbased values and ecosystem service
as temperature increases,” the report
says. But, it notes that, at the regional
level, the impacts would vary.
“Compound extreme events,
such as a heat wave within a drought
or drought followed by extreme rainfall, will decrease gross primary productivity of lands, the authors warn.
The impact on agriculture in higher
latitudes is recorded to be different
than in lower ones, such as one covering India.
“Increasing temperature are
affecting agricultural productivity in
higher latitudes, raising yields of some
crops such as maize, cotton, wheat,
sugar beets, while in lower-latitude
regions yields of crops such as maize,
wheat and barley are declining.”

BLOOMBERG
New Delhi/ Moscow, 15 July

India and Russia have agreed on a new
payment method through their national currencies for multi-billion-dollar
defense deals, in a bid to avoid risks
created by the US threat of sanctions
and banking restrictions.
The arrangement would enable
India to pay the first installment soon
for two warships that Russia is building
for its navy, two people familiar with
the matter said in New Delhi, without
elaborating. Defense contracts will be
settled in rubles and rupees under a
payment agreement reached by the
central banks of Russia and India, said
a person in Moscow with knowledge
of the preparations.
While the new mechanism potentially opens the way for releasing billions of dollars in contract payments to
Russia, it may still be dependent on
India winning agreement from US
President Donald Trump not to impose
sanctions in retaliation.
Russia has faced an uphill struggle
to maintain sales by its strategic
defense sector, which totaled $19 billion last year, partly because of U.S.

Mumbai terror attack mastermind and JuD chief
Hafiz Saeed and his three aides were granted
pre-arrest bail on Monday by an anti-terror
court in Pakistan, which stopped police from
arresting them till August 3 in a land grabbing
case for a seminary. Anti-Terrorism Court,
Lahore, Judge Javed Iqbal Warriach granted
pre-arrest bail to Saeed and his three aides —
Hafiz Masood, Ameer Hamza, and Malik Zafar. PTI

Business Advisory Commitee
meeting, Kumar said.
BJP maintained the government had been reduced to "a
minority" with the 16 coalition
MLAs resigning their assembly
membership and hence opposed
conduct of House business till the
trust vote. Kumaraswamy continued to remain confident his government would get over the crisis.
"I have full confidence...why do
you worry," he told reporters here
in response to a question as the
coalition struggled to shore up its
numbers brought down by the
MLAs' resignations.
Senior Congress legislators said
they have got more time to continue their efforts to mollify the
rebel MLAs.
PTI

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, 15 July

As many as 16 Indian companies, including IT bigwigs
Infosys and TCS, have
expressed worries about the
risks of climate change to their
businesses in the next five
years, according to a report.
The 16 Indian companies
are in various sectors like

sanctions that threaten anyone who purchases. Turkey, a North Atlantic
buys Russian weapons. Even though Treaty Organization member state, is
the US has applied those only once so facing the threat of US sanctions over
far — against China — the fear has cast its S-400 purchase from Russia, which
a pall over Russia’s export business. began delivery on Friday.
The world’s second largest arms
Delivery of the S-400 to India is
exporter after the US, Russia suffered planned to start after 2020 and “issues
a 17 per cent drop in foreign
with payment have been
weapons deals from 2014-2018
resolved,” the Russian Federal
amid declining purchases by Defense
Service for Military-Technical
India and Venezuela, accord- contracts will Cooperation said last month,
ing to the Stockholm be settled in
according to the state-run
International Peace Research rubles and
Tass news service.
Institute.
Promsvyazbank PJSC, a
rupees under
An increasingly important a payment
government-controlled
U.S. partner, India also has agreement
Russian lender that has been
long-time strategic ties with reached by the tasked with financing the
Moscow dating back to the central banks defense industry to shield the
Soviet era in the Cold War. of Russia and
two biggest state-owned
Despite the decline in sales, India
banks Sberbank and VTB
Russia accounted for 58% of
from the threat of U.S. sancthe south Asian nation’s arms
tions, is ready to play a role in
imports from 2014-18. The U.S. has the Indian transactions, the person in
been pushing New Delhi, unsuccess- Moscow said.
fully so far, to cancel a more than $5
India’s S-400 deal signed in
billion contract to buy Russian October is among agreements with
advanced S-400 air-defense missile Russia that are cumulatively worth $10
systems, brandishing the threat of billion. They include joint production
punitive measures.
of Kamov Ka-226T helicopters worth
Still, India is attempting to obtain $1 billion, and four warships for the
a US presidential waiver for its arms Indian Navy, with two of the vessels

Kumaraswamy govt to face floor
test on July 18, says Speaker
The tottering Congress-JDS government in Karnataka led by H D
Kumaraswamy will face the floor
test in the assembly on July 18,
that would end suspense over the
numbers game triggered by a raft
of resignations by the ruling coalition lawmakers.
As the political turmoil lingered on with the ruling coalition
making frenetic efforts to win back
rebels who have pushed it to the
brink of collapse, Assembly
Speaker K R Ramesh Kumar
Monday announced the confidence motion sought to be moved
by Kumaraswamy would be taken
up at 11 am on July 18.
The date has been fixed after
consulting both the opposition
and ruling coalition leaders at the

Infosys, TCS, 14 other Indian firms
see climate change risks in 5 years
banking, cement, IT, consumer goods, automobiles,
electric utility, mining, gas
processing and distribution,
business and financial services and textiles, the report
by global forum Carbon
Disclosure Project stated.
“As climate change threats
are on the rise, risks to businesses are also correspondingly increasing.

India, Russia seek to skirt US sanctions
threat to arms deals

US for law to put crypto Saeed gets protection
ban on tech firms
from arrest
A proposal to prevent big technology companies
from functioning as financial institutions or
issuing digital currencies has been circulated for
discussion by the Democratic majority that leads
the House Financial Services Committee,
according to a copy of the draft law. In a sign of
widening scrutiny after Facebook announced
Libra digital coin, the Bill proposes a fine of $1
million per day for violation of such rules. REUTERS

Modelling results, that the scientific panel reviewed, show that cereal
prices could rise by up to 29 per cent
in 2050 due to climate change, which
would impact consumers globally
through higher food prices, though
the impact would vary by regions.
The stability of food supply is expected to decrease as the magnitude and
frequency of extreme events caused
by climate change increases, disrupting food chains globally.
The increase in global temperatures and consequent climate change
is already affecting the productivity
of livestock, which is one a main-stay
of Indian rural economy. The authors
conclude, “Observed impacts in pastoral systems include pasture
declines, lower animal growth rates
and productivity, damaged reproductive functions, increased pests and
diseases, and loss of biodiversity”.
At the same time coastal
economies are already suffering an
impact as well. “Coastal erosion is
affecting new regions as a result of
interacting human drivers and climate change such as sea-level rise
and impacts of changing cyclone
paths,” though the scientists hold a
low level confidence in the scientific
research that concludes the impact
of climate change on cyclone paths.
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built in Russia and two at a shipyard
in India under a technology-transfer
agreement.
Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in March inaugurated a rifle
plant in Amethi that will produce
750,000 Kalashnikov AK-203 rifles
under a joint venture between India
and Russia.
Modi and Trump didn’t discuss
India’s S-400 deal when they met on
the sidelines of the Group of 20 summit in Japan last month, Indian
Foreign Secretary Vijay Gokhale told
reporters after the talks. “No one issue
is going to impact on the larger strategic relationship between India and
United States,” he said.
After the U.S. sanctioned Russian
state arms exporter Rosoboronexport
in late 2017, the State Bank of India
stopped payments to Russia for Indian
arms purchases, a person familiar with
the matter said.
The 2017 Countering America’s
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act,
called CAATSA, requires the imposition of sanctions on persons and entities that knowingly engaged in a significant transaction with Russia’s
defense or intelligence sectors.

